
Travelling in the city

Some useful information for students, especially those travelling from the
university buildings in the city centre to the Borgo Roma area.

Bus Fares

There are several ways to pay for your journey. Here are the most common
ones used by university students.

• Urban bus ticket purchased before the journey: e1.30

There are specific sites around the city where you can buy them - the
ATV offices, ticket machines at the stop at station Porta Nuova, some
newsagents (usually have the ATV sign).

• Urban bus ticket purchased on board: e2.00 Use the yellow machines to
select, pay and obtain your ticket.

• Reduced City Mover Pass for students under 26 years of age: e24.00 To
obtain this card you have to fill in a Form for purchasing bus passes and
hand it in an ATV office (one is inside the Porta Nuova train station). For
it you will need a legal standard photo, codice fiscale and ID.

The tickets and passes must be validated at the beginning of journey using the
machines on board the buses.

Travelling between the centre to Borgo Roma

There are two main way to reach Borgo Roma from the city. Make sure your
bus is heading the right direction, as the one going in the opposite direction is
usually leaving from the stop across the street

• Bus 72 - No changes - duration about 30 minutes - frequency 30
minutes From Veronetta to Borgo Roma: You can take bus 72 from the
stop at San Fermo, across the river from Veronetta.

From Borgo Roma to Veronetta: You can take bus 72 from the stop just
outside the Science and Engineering area.

Note: This bus does not go through the central station.

• Using buses 21 and 22 - Change at Porta Nuova station From
Veronetta to Borgo Roma: You can take any bus from the stops at Via
XX Settembre to the Porta Nuova station. Then change onto bus 21 or
22 leaving from platform B-2 to the Borgo Roma area.
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http://www.atv.verona.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/EN/IDPagina/202


From Borgo Roma to Veronetta: You can take bus 21 or 22 from stops
near the Science and Engineering area or at Policlinico to the Porta
Nuova station. Then change onto another bus leaving from platform B-1
to the Veronetta area.

In case you have to travel in the evening or at night consider the special
late-night buses.

Bus stops and timetables

The following link to ATV website contains information that you might find
useful when travelling using the bus services. Below is a list of relevant files
you can find on the web page.

• Bus timetable: scarica i nuovi orari del servizio urbano (1.73 MB)

• Map of the bus lines for the city: consulta la mappa della rete urbana
(4.61 MB)

• Map of the platforms and destinations at the Porta Nuova station:
mappa della nuova area arrivi partenze di Porta Nuova (543.39 KB)

Note: The timetable will change for summer of 2016.
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